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Abstract
Code verification is the process of ensuring, to the degree possible, that there are no algorithm deficiencies
and coding mistakes (bugs) in a scientific computing simulation. Order of accuracy testing using the Method
of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) is a rigorous technique that is employed here for code verification of the
main components of an open-source, multiphase flow code - MFIX. Code verification is performed here on 2D
and 3D, uniform and stretched meshes for incompressible, steady and unsteady, single-phase and two-phase
flows using the two-fluid model of MFIX. Currently, the algebraic gas-solid exchange terms are neglected as
these can be verified via techniques such as unit-testing. The no-slip wall, free-slip wall, and pressure outflow
boundary conditions are verified. Temporal orders of accuracy for first-order and second-order time-marching
schemes during unsteady simulations are also assessed. The presence of modified SIMPLE-based algorithm
in the code requires divergence-free constraints on the velocity field for single-phase incompressible model
and the volume fraction weighted velocity field for the two-phase incompressible model. A newly-developed
curl-based manufactured solution is used to generate manufactured solutions that satisfy the divergence-free
constraint during the verification of the incompressible governing equations. Manufactured solutions with
constraints due to boundary conditions as well as due to divergence-free flow are derived in order to verify
the boundary conditions.
Keywords: Multiphase flows, Code verification, Method of manufactured solutions, Order of accuracy,
Two-fluid model
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1. Introduction
With increased use of computational tools for engineering simulations of complex physical systems, it
becomes important to perform verification and validation studies for various aspects of a computational
simulation. For a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation, verification and validation activities
are useful in assessing the correctness of the code, quantifying the numerical accuracy of the simulation, and
determining the applicability of the selected mathematical model. Verification deals with the mathematics
of the simulation and involves assessing the correctness of the computer code and numerical algorithms as
well as the accuracy of the numerical solution. Validation deals with the physics of the model and assesses
whether the selected mathematical model satisfactorily predicts the physics of interest.
Verification in scientific computing can be categorized into code verification and solution verification.
Code verification is the process of examining whether or not there are coding mistakes (bugs) in the computer
code and inconsistencies in the algorithm. Solution verification is the process of identifying and estimating
different forms of errors present in numerical simulations: discretization error, iterative convergence error,
and round-off error. The different criteria for assessing code verification are: expert judgment, error quantification, consistency/convergence, and order of accuracy (Roy, 2005). Out of these, the order of accuracy
test is the recommended acceptance test for rigorous code verification (Knupp and Salari, 2003; Roy, 2005;
Oberkampf and Roy, 2010). Order of accuracy test requires the evaluation of discretization error on multiple
grid levels. Discretization error is defined as the difference between the numerical solution to the discretized
equations and the exact solution to the partial differential (or integral) equations. Evaluation of discretization error requires the knowledge of the exact solution for the governing equations which is certainly not
known for problems of practical interest. In this scenario, a technique called the Method of Manufactured
Solutions (MMS) (Roache and Steinberg, 1984) can be used where a solution is “manufactured” and used
as an exact solution. This manufactured solution exactly solves the modified governing equations obtained
by adding certain source terms (or forcing functions) to the original governing equations; the source terms
are obtained by substituting the manufactured solution into the original governing equations. MMS is based
upon the philosophy that code verification deals with the mathematics of the problem and hence arbitrary
functions (with certain requirements as discussed later) can be selected as exact solutions. The books by
Roache (2009), Knupp and Salari (2003), and Oberkampf and Roy (2010) provide a comprehensive discussion
of code verification, MMS, and order of accuracy tests.
CFD simulations of fluid-solids multiphase systems can be categorized into two basic types: (1) continuum
approaches, and (2) Lagrangian-Eulerian approaches. In a continuum approach, which is also referred to
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as the Eulerian-Eulerian method or the Two-Fluid Method (TFM), the different phases are mathematically
described as interpenetrating continua and the governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy are
obtained by averaging quantities over a control volume. The interaction between different phases is modeled
using various sub-models commonly referred to as constitutive relations or closure models. The constitutive
relations can be used to formulate interphase exchange terms describing various physical interactions such as
momentum transfer and heat transfer between fluids and solid, or solid and solid phases (e.g., see Lun et al.
(1984); Gidaspow (1994); Oliveira and Issa (1994) for discussion on modeling of interphase exchange terms).
Special constitutive relations (such as interphase drag models, solid-stress models) are needed for practical
problems of interest and are developed based upon experiments, or theoretical modeling, or first-principles
based numerical simulations (such as direct numerical simulations, (e.g. Tenneti et al., 2011)). Although
assessment and improvement of multiphase constitutive models are important processes in multiphase flow
dynamics, they are not the main focus of the current work. Methods where the carrier (or surrounding)
phase is treated as a continuum and the dispersed phase is treated as discrete entities (i.e., particles or
parcels of particles) are called Lagrangian-Eulerian methods or continuum discrete methods. The code
verification of Lagrangian-Eulerian methods is not directly addressed in the current study. However, the
methodology presented here is useful for verification of a continuum discrete multiphase model if the carrierphase equations employ an Eulerian framework.
1.1. Previous work
Code verification of multiphase flows is not as common in the literature as that for single-phase flows.
This is due to the presence of approximately twice as many governing equations in multiphase flows compared
to single-phase flows, complex interphase interaction terms, and several constitutive relations which make
it difficult to obtain manufactured solutions or simple exact solutions for these equations. Grace and
Taghipour (2004) discussed the importance of verification and validation activities for CFD models as
applied to fluidized beds and other dense multiphase flow systems. In addition, they correctly concluded
from a survey of articles claiming “verification” or “validation” for numerical models simulating fluidized
beds that these terms have often been used inconsistently with their accepted terminology.
There have been some MMS-based multiphase code verification studies in a multi-material context.
“Multiphase” in this sense refers to the presence of materials in the domain with different physical properties
thus resulting in solution discontinuities at the material interface. Roache et al. (1990) used MMS to
verify a finite-difference ground flow code with discontinuous conductivities in the domain by selecting the
manufactured solutions such that they explicitly satisfy the geological boundary conditions. Crockett et al.
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(2011) applied MMS to verify a multi-material heat equation solver that uses a Cartesian cut-cell/embedded
boundary method to represent the interface between the materials. In works by Roache et al. (1990) and
Crockett et al. (2011), the interface locations are considered to be fixed and known a priori. Brady et al.
(2012) presented a way to apply MMS to the finite volume multiphase code OSM which is a structured,
Cartesian grid code for solving the heat equation. Manufactured solutions were generated using Heaviside
and Dirac-delta functions to include the presence of moving interfaces in the domain for a typical immiscible
two-phase system. They concluded that with such a discontinuity in material properties, the order of
accuracy must reduce to first order for a second or higher order discretization scheme. This conclusion is
also supported by Banks et al. (2008) who showed that the formally second order accuracy of the discrete
system reduces to first order in the presence of nonlinear discontinuities and to non-integer values below one
for linear discontinuities.
Shunn et al. (2012) used MMS to verify an unstructured variable density flow-solver for a miscible twofluid system with manufactured solutions reflective of the physical behavior common to combustion problems
such as convective propagation of density fronts and mixing of species through diffusion. Physically-realistic
manufactured solutions for incompressible, single-phase flows were also proposed by Eça et al. (2007, 2012)
for code verification of turbulent, wall-bounded flows. Vedovoto et al. (2011) performed a MMS-based code
verification study of a pressure-based finite volume numerical scheme suited to variable density, single-phase
flows generally encountered in combustion applications. In their work, the authors selected a manufactured
solution mimicking the propagation of a corrugated flame front separating heavy from light gases. In all
these studies, the manufactured solutions proposed satisfied the necessary criteria such as divergence-free
velocity field, wall boundary conditions, or consistency with employed turbulence functions. There are some
advantages in using such physically-realistic manufactured in cases such as turbulence model verification
(Eça et al., 2012) where the function and roles of different terms change based upon the nature of the
solution. However, the selected manufactured solution should not just be realistic but also exhibit enough
variations to ensure that all terms in the governing equations are exercised during the verification test
(Pelletier and Roache, 2000; Pelletier, 2010).
1.2. Current work
The focus of current work is MMS-based code verification of the numerical scheme implemented in
the discretization of two-fluid model governing equations. We use mathematically general manufactured
solutions consisting of sinusoidal functions thus ensuring a rigorous verification of all the discretized terms
of the governing equations. The algorithm implemented in the code being investigated (i.e., MFIX, version
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2014-1 (National Energy Technology Laboratory, 2014)) requires that the velocity field be divergence-free
for the selected manufactured solutions. We incorporate this constraint in the current work by introducing
a novel, curl-based method to derive manufactured solution for code verification of incompressible flows.
We also verify three of the most commonly used boundary conditions, i.e., no-slip wall, free-slip wall,
and pressure outflow. While verifying these boundary conditions, we derive the manufactured solutions to
satisfy the divergence-free velocity field constraint as well as the boundary constraints. We also examine
the temporal order of accuracy for first-order and second-order time-stepping schemes during unsteady
simulations.
The current work is restricted to 3D, incompressible, laminar, two-phase flows. The emphasis is put
upon systematically developing rigorous manufactured solutions for the verification of two-fluid governing
equations and approaching code verification from a mathematical perspective as opposed to using less rigorous or physically realistic manufactured solutions. We make the simplification of omitting the verification
of momentum transfer models (i.e., drag models), solid-stress models, and any chemical reactions or phase
transformations. These constitutive models may be sufficiently verified through other approaches (e.g., unit
testing) since these are are generally algebraic in nature. For example, Garg et al. (2012) verified an interphase interaction model (called the spring-dashpot model) in MFIX-DEM (the Lagrangian-Eulerian solver
in MFIX) using a suite of benchmark problems with analytical solutions.

2. Code and governing equations
MFIX (Multiphase Flow with Interphase eXchanges) (National Energy Technology Laboratory, 2014;
Syamlal et al., 1993) is an open-source, general-purpose, hydrodynamic code that can simulate heat transfer
and chemical reactions for fluids containing multiple solid phases. It is generally used to simulate flows
which commonly occur in energy conversion and chemical reactor processes such as bubbling, circulating,
and spouted fluidized beds. MFIX software suite features different modeling methodologies to perform
multiphase flow simulations such as Lagrangian-Eulerian methods (DEM and PIC models), quadrature based
method (QMOM), and Eulerian-Eulerian method (or two-fluid model). Various drag models, frictionalstress models and kinetic theory models are available as constitutive relations in the multiphase framework
of MFIX. For a complete description of multiphase governing equations and various constitutive relations
employed in MFIX, see Benyahia et al. (2012). In Eqs. 1-9 below, we present only the governing equations
which are relevant to the current discussion. (Einstein summation convention is implied for only i and j
indices)
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Gas continuity equation
Ng
X
∂
∂
Rgn
(εg ρg Ugi ) =
(εg ρg ) +
∂t
∂xi
n=1

(1)

Solids continuity equation
Nm
X
∂
∂
Rmn
(εm ρm Umi ) =
(εm ρm ) +
∂t
∂xi
n=1

(2)

Note that in a SIMPLE-based algorithm, the continuity equations are not directly solved but instead lead
to the formulation of a Poisson equation for pressure correction. In the absence of species reaction terms,
Rgn and Rmn , Eqs. 1 and 2 reduce to the divergence-free condition for steady-state, incompressible flows.

Gas momentum equation
M
X

∂
∂
∂
∂
(εg ρg Ugi ) +
(εg ρg Ugj Ugi ) = −εg
(Pg ) +
(τgij ) −
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

Igmi

m=1

!

+ fgi + εg ρg gi

(3)

Solids momentum equation
∂
∂
∂
∂
(εm ρm Umi ) +
(εm ρm Umj Umi ) = −εm
(Pg ) +
(τmij ) + Igmi −
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

M
X

Ikmi

k=1

!

+ ε m ρm g i

(4)

In Eqs. 3 and 4, the porous media force term (fgi ), gas-solid (Igmi ) and solid-solid (Ikmi ) momentum
exchange terms are modeled with algebraic models and thus not considered during the verification study.
The gravity term (εg ρg gi ) has also been neglected.

Gas stress model
τgij = 2µg Sgij

1
2



1
=
2



where, Sgij =

∂Ugi
∂Ugj
+
∂xj
∂xi



−

1
3





δij

(5)

∂Umi
∂xi



(6)

∂Ugi
∂xi

Solids stress model
τmij = 2µm Smij

where, Smij
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∂Umi
∂Umj
+
∂xj
∂xi



1
−
3



δij

For laminar flows, the gas and solid stress models are simplified to include all the derivative terms while the
algebraic closure model terms are neglected as shown in Eqs. 5 and 6.

Gas energy equation
εg ρg Cpg



∂Tg
∂Tg
+ Ugj
∂t
∂xj



=−

M
X

∂qgi
4
γgm (Tm − Tg ) − ∆Hg + γRg TRg
− Tg4
+
∂xi
m=1

Solids energy equation



∂qmi
∂Tm
∂Tm
4
4
=−
+ Umj
− γgm (Tm − Tg ) − ∆Hm + γRm TRm
− Tm
εm ρm Cpm
∂t
∂xj
∂xi

(7)

(8)

In Eqs. 7 and 8, the gas-solid heat transfer terms (γgm ), the heat of reaction terms (∆Hg and ∆Hm ), and
radiative heat transfer terms (γRg and γRm ) have not been considered for verification. The gas and solids
heat conduction terms are given as, qgi = −κg ∂Tg /∂xi and qmi = −κm ∂Tm /∂xi , respectively.

Solids granular energy equation




3
∂
∂Θm
∂Umi
∂Θm
∂ (Θm Umj )
=
κm
+ τmij
ε m ρm
+
+ Π m − ρm ε m J m
2
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xi
∂xj

(9)

In Eq. 9, the collisional dissipation (Πm ) and granular energy exchange (Jm ) terms are purely algebraic
functions and not considered for verification.
The above two-fluid governing equations for the gas and solid phases are implemented within MFIX in
a finite-volume formulation where the domain is discretized using structured Cartesian cells. The solution
variables are stored in a staggered-grid formulation where the momentum variables (e.g., fluid and solid
velocities) reside at the face centers while scalar variables (e.g., pressure, temperature, volume fraction) reside
at the cell centers. For discretization of spatial derivative terms, various formally second-order centered and
upwind schemes are available. For discretization of temporal derivative terms, first order (Euler implicit)
and second order (2-step implicit Runge-Kutta) schemes are available. MFIX uses a modified SIMPLEbased algorithm employing a pressure projection method which imposes a divergence-free constraint on: (1)
the velocity field when the phase volume fractions are assumed to be constants, and (2) the volume fraction
weighted velocity field when the phase volume fractions are assumed to be variable over the domain.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Order of accuracy test
The order of accuracy test determines whether the observed order of accuracy for the numerical scheme
matches with the formal order of accuracy as the mesh is systematically refined in the asymptotic range. The
observed order is determined directly from the simulations by evaluating the rate at which various norms
(e.g., L1 , L2 , L∞ ) of the solution discretization error over the domain reduce as the grid is refined. The
formal order is usually obtained from a truncation error analysis of the discrete equations. The asymptotic
range is defined as that range of discretization sizes (e.g., ∆x, ∆t) where the higher order terms of the
truncation error are negligible compared to the lowest order term (i.e., the term which determines the
formal order of the scheme). The observed order of accuracy generally fails to match the formal order when
there is a coding mistake (bug), any algorithm inconsistency, a discontinuity in the solution, large iterative
or round-off errors, or if the solution is not in the asymptotic range.
To calculate the observed order of accuracy, the numerical solution must be calculated on multiple
systematically refined mesh levels. Systematic mesh refinement (Oberkampf and Roy, 2010) is defined as
uniform and consistent refinement over the spatial domain. Uniform refinement ensures that the mesh has
been refined along all coordinate directions equally over the entire domain and consistent refinement ensures
that the mesh quality either stays constant or improves with mesh refinement. The number of mesh levels
required to accurately determine the observed order of accuracy depends on whether the solution is in the
asymptotic range and usually varies from one problem to another.
Systematically refined mesh levels for structured grids are usually obtained by selecting the finest grid
and then uniformly coarsening the grid along all the coordinate directions by the factor selected for grid
refinement. Alternatively, systematically refined mesh levels can be obtained by selecting a consistent set
of mesh transformation equations from a uniformly spaced computational space (ξ, η, ζ) to the physical
space (x, y, z), performing mesh refinement on the computational domain, and then applying the mesh
transformation to the refined computational domain. If the transformation functions used are continuous
then such a refinement is systematic.
3.2. Mesh types for verification
The model of MFIX under investigation in this study uses a structured, staggered-grid formulation with
2D (or 3D) stretched Cartesian grid cells. Thus, current verification does not address testing with grids
containing curved, skewed, or rotated cells. For code verification in the current work, the 2D and 3D
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stretched Cartesian grids selected are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), respectively. The systematically
refined grids for verification are generated using an internal layer grid equation of the following form

x = ξ + 2.5 (0.4 − ξ) (1 − ξ) ξ,

y = η + 2.5 (0.4 − η) (1 − η) η

and

z = ζ + 2.5 (0.4 − ζ) (1 − ζ) ζ,

(10)

where ξ, η, and ζ are coordinates on a uniformly spaced grid of unit dimensions. The maximum stretching
factor (i.e., cell size ratio of two consecutive cells) ranges from 1.72 on the coarsest mesh (9 × 9 × 9) to 1.04
on the finest mesh (129 × 129 × 129) ensuring sufficient variation in the cell quality in the domain. The
planar boundary surfaces on these grids are simply given as

Sx0 (x, y, z) ≡ x = 0,

Sy0 (x, y, z) ≡ y = 0,

Sz0 (x, y, z) ≡ z = 0

Sx1 (x, y, z) ≡ x = 1,

Sy1 (x, y, z) ≡ y = 1,

and

Sz1 (x, y, z) ≡ z = 1.

(11)

Figure 1: Grids used for code verification: (a) 2D stretched Cartesian mesh, and (b) 3D stretched Cartesian mesh.

3.3. MMS procedure
The MMS was first applied for code verification by Roache and Steinberg (1984) where it was used
to verify a code for generation of 3D transformations for elliptic PDEs. A few CFD codes (e.g., Premo
(Bond et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2004), WIND (Roy et al., 2004), and Loci/CHEM (Veluri et al., 2012))
have been comprehensively verified using the method of manufactured solutions. Hebert and Luke (2005)
used an alternative, statistical approach to MMS which employs grid shrinking and successfully verified
the Loci/CHEM CFD code for multi-species, laminar Navier-Stokes equations using both statistical and
traditional MMS. Thomas et al. (2008) used a similar approach of computational windows to isolate and
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verify specific elements of the computational scheme applied to the FUN3D CFD code. These are only a
few examples of MMS applied to CFD codes (see Knupp and Salari (2003); Roache (2009); Oberkampf and
Roy (2010) for more examples).
Following the procedure described by Oberkampf and Roy (2010), the MMS is applied here to perform
the order of accuracy test as follows:
Step 1: Determine the mathematical form of the governing equations to be verified.
Step 2: Select manufactured solution using analytical functions.
Step 3: Derive the ‘MMS’ source terms by substituting the manufactured solution into the governing equations of Step 1.
Step 4: Include the MMS source terms and MMS boundary conditions within the numerical algorithm in a
minimally intrusive manner (i.e., without modifying the numerical algorithm to be verified).
Step 5: Solve the discrete form of the modified governing equations on multiple, systematically-refined
meshes.
Step 6: Evaluate the global discretization error in the numerical solution.
Step 7: Apply the order of accuracy test to determine if the observed order of accuracy matches the formal
order.
The selected manufactured solution can involve very general analytical functions and need not be physically
realistic. Following the guidelines given by Roy (2005), we select the manufactured solution based upon the
following criteria:
1. Manufactured solutions should be smooth, analytical functions of spatial (or temporal, in case of
time-stepping scheme verification) coordinates.
2. The derivatives of a manufactured solution should not vanish within the domain, including the crossderivative terms (if they appear in the governing equations).
3. Care should be taken that one term does not dominate the other terms (e.g., a manufactured solution
for a Navier-Stokes code verification should be such that the convective and the diffusive terms are of
the same order of magnitude).
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4. The manufactured solutions should be realizable within the code (e.g., non-positive temperature values
in the manufactured solution cannot be accepted if the code uses square root of temperature to calculate
the speed of sound).
3.4. Baseline manufactured solution
The baseline manufactured solution selected for the verification study is a combination of sine and cosine
functions and takes the following general form (Roy et al., 2004)
 a πy 
 a πz 
 a πx 
φy
φz
φx
+ φy fφy
+ φz fφz
L
L
L
 a πxy 
 a πyz 
 a πzx 
φxy
φyz
φzx
+ φxy fφxy
+
φ
f
+
φ
f
φyz
φzx
yz
zx
L2
L2
L2

φ (x, y, z) = φ0 + φx fφx

where L represents a characteristic length, φ = [Pg , ug , vg , wg , us , vs , ws , Tg , Ts , Θs ]

T

(12)

represents the set of

primitive variables being tested for order of accuracy, and the functions fφx (·), fφy (·), etc. represent sine or
cosine functions. The sinusoidal functions used in the current work are given in Table A.1. The constants,
φ0 , φx , aφx , etc. are selected based upon the criteria for selecting manufactured solutions mentioned before.
Since trigonometric functions have been used, it is ensured that there is reasonable periodicity of solutions
and their derivatives within the domain. (See Knupp and Salari (2003); Roache (2009); Oberkampf and Roy
(2010) for more examples of manufactured solutions.) The manufactured solution constants used here are
given in Table A.2. The 2D manufactured solutions can be obtained from the 3D manufactured solutions
(Eq. 12) by removing the terms involving the third coordinate direction. The characteristic length parameter
can be used to modify the periodicity of manufactured solutions and their derivatives within the domain.
Herein, we select the characteristic length as equal to the domain length.
3.5. Boundary condition manufactured solution
The general approach for verification of boundary conditions involves obtaining the manufactured solution such that it satisfies all the boundary constraints as implemented within the code. For general velocity
fields (i.e., without any divergence-free constraint) this method primarily involves multiplying a baseline
standard manufactured solution as described in Eq. 12 by a function representing the boundary surface.
This procedure has been previously used in Bond et al. (2007); Choudhary et al. (2011); Veluri et al. (2012);
Folkner et al. (2014) for the boundary condition code verification with general flows and is briefly explained
in the current section with the help of a simple example in 2D. A baseline 2D manufactured solution for the
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steady-state form of governing equations can be written from Eq. 12 as follows

φ (x, y) = φ0 + φx fφx

 a πx 
 a πy 
 a πxy 
φy
φxy
φx
+ φy fφy
+ φxy fφxy
L
L
L2

(13)

Suppose the goal is to derive a manufactured solution for φ such that it satisfies the following conditions at
a given boundary expressed as F (x, y) = C in the 2D domain, where C is some scalar constant:
1. φ = φ0 , and
2. the derivatives of φ normal to the boundary up to order m − 1 are zero.
Following Bond et al. (2007), the manufactured solution satisfying these conditions is obtained by multiplying
the sinusoidal parts of the manufactured solution from Eq. 13 with (C − F (x, y))

φBC (x, y) = φ0 + (C − F (x, y))

m



φx fφx

m

as shown in Eq. 14

 a πx 
 a πy 
 a πxy 
φx
φy
φxy
+ φy fφy
+ φxy fφxy
L
L
L2

(14)

In further discussion and derivations of manufactured solutions, we represent the baseline manufactured
solution of Eq. 12 with the following notation

φ = φ0 + φ1

(15)

where φ0 is the base term, and φ1 is the variable term consisting of sinusoidal functions. The base term, φ0 ,
can be a constant or a variable function depending on the requirements of the case being verified.
3.6. Divergence-free manufactured solution
The MMS-based code verification approach discussed here can be applied to both compressible and
incompressible flow codes given the selected manufactured solutions meet the criteria described earlier (i.e.,
smooth, analytic, continuous, balanced, and realizable). However, the solution for pressure is addressed
differently in compressible flow algorithms than in incompressible flow algorithms. For compressible flows,
the continuity equation is a transport equation for density which is directly related to the fluid pressure in the
flow via the equation of state. For incompressible flows, the density is constant and the continuity equation is
simply a constraint on the velocity field which is expressed as the divergence-free condition. MFIX employs
a SIMPLE-based algorithm (Patankar, 1980; Syamlal, 1998) to solve for pressure using a pressure-correction
(or pressure-projection) method. Assuming an initial pressure field, the momentum equations are solved to
obtain an intermediate velocity field. A pressure-correction equation is then formulated and solved under
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the assumption of continuity and momentum conservation. The pressure-correction solution is then used
to correct the initial pressure field and the intermediate velocity field. This process is iteratively repeated
until all conservation equations are satisfied within a given tolerance. Though possible, it would require
modifications at several steps in the MFIX code to allow for a general manufactured solution to be used for
code verification. Modification of important steps of the algorithm is not advised during a code verification
exercise. In other words, a manufactured solution without a divergence-free velocity field is not effectively
realizable within this code violating one of the criteria for selection of manufactured solutions.
To derive the manufactured solutions for 3D flows satisfying the divergence-free condition, we propose
a new curl-based approach. Since the divergence of the curl of a 3D vector field is identically zero, one can
~ , as
select the manufactured solution for the 3D velocity field, V
~ =∇×H
~
V

(16)

~ = {ug (x, y, z) , vg (x, y, z) , wg (x, y, z)}T is a general 3D vector field consisting of functions of
where, H
the form described in Eq. 12. The manufactured solution functions for other solution variables (pressure,
temperature, etc.) are selected directly using Eq. 12.
The expression given by Eq. 16 is used when verification is performed for single-phase governing equations,
or two-phase governing equations where phase volume fractions are assumed to be constants. However,
when two-phase flows with variable volume fractions are verified then, from Eqs. 1 and 2, the divergencefree constraint is applied to the volume fraction weighted velocity field. The manufactured solution for the
velocity field in this case takes the following form:
~
~m = ∇ × H
V
εm

(17)

where, εm is the volume fraction for the mth phase and is a general function of (x, y, z). Furthermore,
for verification of boundary conditions with incompressible flows, the manufactured solutions must be constructed with boundary constraints discussed in Sec. 3.5 as well as the divergence-free constraint discussed
here.

4. Results and discussion
In this section, various test cases are described with results. The problems are tested in an increasing order of complexity starting from a 2D rectangular channel single-phase flow case where the analytical
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solution is known, followed by 2D and 3D, single-phase and two-phase MMS cases. Temporal order verification of time-stepping schemes and verification of boundary conditions is performed for the single-phase
equations with divergence-free constraint. Verification of boundary conditions include techniques to derive
manufactured solutions for no-slip wall, free-slip wall, and pressure outflow.
The results presented herein are obtained with double precision computations and the normalized residuals are iteratively converged to 10−12 . This ensures that the iterative errors are negligible in comparison
with the discretization error and thus do not significantly affect the order of accuracy. Additionally, it is also
ensured that the code provides similar results when the simulation is performed using different compilers
and grid-decompositions for parallel computations since not all simulations are run on the same software
and/or hardware configurations. The difference in results for the discretization error norms using different
grid decompositions and compilers are found to be of the order of 10−10 .
4.1. 2D rectangular channel flow
It is helpful to use the method of exact solutions for problems with analytical solutions available prior
to performing a rigorous MMS-based code verification exercise. This establishes some degree of confidence
in the code and guides the test engineers towards modifications such as including the MMS source terms
and MMS boundary conditions. In the case of plane Poiseuille flow (i.e., pressure driven flow) through a
rectangular channel, the 2D, laminar, steady-state, Navier-Stokes equations reduce to a second order linear
ODE:

µg

dPg
d2 ug
=
dy 2
dx

(18)

Eq. 18 is analytically solvable when dPg /dx = constant and no-slip wall boundary conditions are assumed
at the channel walls (at y = 0 and y = H as shown in Fig. 2(a)). The analytical solution is given as:

ug (y) = −

dPg 1
y(H − y)
dx 2µg

(19)

This problem is solved for single-phase calculations, with cyclic (periodic) boundary conditions along xdirection and second order scheme for numerical discretization. The flow parameters are selected as: channel
length, L = 0.2 m; channel height, H = 0.01 m; fluid density, ρg = 1 kg/m3 ; fluid viscosity, µg = 0.001 Pa · s;
and pressure drop across the channel length, ∆Pg = 240 Pa. The solution for the x-velocity variable, ug ,
results in a second order accurate solution consistent with the simplicity of this problem. Fig. 2(b) shows
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Figure 2: For 2D rectangular channel flow: (a) numerical solution for x-velocity, and (b) observed order of accuracy using L2
and L∞ norms of discretization error.

the observed order of accuracy for the x-velocity variable using L2 and L∞ norms of the discretization
error. Herein, h is the grid size measure which means that for a refinement factor of 2, h for the finest
(128 × 128 cells) to coarsest (8 × 8 cells) mesh level will be 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16, respectively. Pressure having
linear variation and y-velocity being zero results in their exact calculation for a second order scheme and
thus observed orders for these variables are undefined. This problem can be solved with far less number
of cells (theoretically, only one cell) in the x-direction. However, refinement in x-direction tests that the
pressure numerical solution is indeed exact (for second order schemes) and is first order accurate (for first
order schemes).
4.2. 2D steady-state, single-phase flows

Figure 3: For 2D, steady-state, single-phase flows using simple solenoidal manufactured solution: (a) pressure contours and
velocity streamlines, and (b) observed order of accuracy using L2 and L∞ norms of discretization error.

For the verification of steady-state, single-phase flows on 2D grids, a simple sinusoidal divergence-free
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manufactured solution (Vedovoto et al., 2011) is selected as defined in Eq. 20 and shown in Fig. 3.

ug = ug0 sin (2π (x + y))

2

vg = vg0 cos (2π (x + y))

2

Pg = Pg0 cos (2π (x + y))

(20)

where, ug0 = vg0 = 5.0 m/s, and Pg0 = 100 Pa. For this and other problems verified using MMS, the boundary conditions are prescribed using the manufactured solution. In this problem, ug and vg are prescribed
from analytical functions at the inflows, while Pg is prescribed using the analytical solution at the outflows.
In a SIMPLE-based algorithm using pressure-correction, the numerical solution for pressure matches the
exact solution in variation (gradients) and not in actual value. Thus a translational scaling of the pressure
solution is performed before comparing the numerical and exact solution for observed order testing.
During initial testing, it was found that the calculation for the cross-terms of the strain-tensor in the momentum equations was not performed within the steady-state sub-iterations which lead to incorrect results.
These errors did not show up in cases with zero shear at the boundaries or for unsteady simulations. This
issue was subsequently fixed for steady-state simulations. Another important finding was that the Superbee
scheme (a second order upwind scheme) resulted in first order accuracy at the west, south, and bottom
(for 3D) boundaries when these boundaries were set as inflows. This issue is an artifact of MFIX using the
staggered grid with different data structure at west/south/bottom boundaries compared to east/north/top
boundaries. One must be careful to make special modifications in the scheme at the boundaries while using
upwind approaches. In the rest of the analysis in this work, a central scheme has been used for numerical
calculations for which the solution was found to be second order accurate as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Note that, on a staggered grid, the manufactured solution for a variable and the MMS source terms for the
corresponding governing equation must be evaluated where the finite-volume approximation of that variable
is computed. For example, Fig. 4 shows a representative staggered-grid in 2D where the x-momentum and
y-momentum variables are computed at the corresponding face-centers while the scalar variables (such as
pressure) are computed at the cell centers. Thus, the manufactured solution and source term for the ug
variable must be evaluated and compared with the numerical solution at the location (i − 1/2, j), (i + 1/2, j)
etc., where (i, j) is the cell-center.
4.3. 3D steady-state, single-phase flows
For code verification of 3D, single-phase, steady-state flows we use the curl-based manufactured solution
presented in Eq. 16 for velocity while for pressure, the baseline manufactured solution shown in Eq. 12 is
used. The x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity and pressure manufactured solutions are shown in Fig. 5. The
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Figure 4: An example staggered-grid showing location of scalar and vector variables

Figure 5: For 3D, steady-state, single-phase flows using curl-based manufactured solution: (a) x-velocity, (b) y-velocity, (c)
z-velocity, (d) pressure contours; and observed order of accuracy using (e) L2 and (f) L∞ norms of discretization error.
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constants selected for the manufactured solutions as given in Table A.2 demonstrate sufficient variation in
all concerned variables over the domain. Velocity variables are set at the inflow boundaries and pressure
is set at the outflow boundaries using the manufactured solution. A translational scaling is performed for
the pressure solution before evaluating the discretization error for order testing. The order of accuracy test
gives second order accuracy for L2 norms as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(d). However, the pressure variable shows
an order of 1.7 in the L∞ norms as shown in Fig. 5(e)-(f). This was confirmed using a finer mesh level
(256 × 256 × 256 cells) and it was found that the observed order of accuracy in pressure calculations does
not reduce.
The larger errors in the pressure variable (though still approaching second order accuracy) are found
to be related to the quality of the mesh used for verification. For uniform meshes, it was verified that all
variables achieve an order of accuracy of two in L2 and L∞ norms (not shown here for conciseness). For the
grid shown in Fig. 6(a), which is defined using the cubic transformation given in Eq. 10, the larger errors
only appear at the boundaries as seen in Fig. 6(b). For this type of grid, the stretching factor assumes a
value of one at the boundary due to a common assumption in this and other CFD codes that the ghost
cell size equals the first interior cell size. Fig. 6(c) shows another grid where constant stretching factors
are used within three segments (i.e., segment 1: 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25, segment 2: 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.75, and segment
3: 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) along each coordinate direction. The stretching factor is exactly one at every segment
intersection (i.e., at x = 0.25, x = 0.75, etc.). The large pressure errors are clearly seen from Fig. 6(d) to be
along these locations of discontinuous variation in stretching factor. This analysis suggests that not having
a smoothly varying mesh and having large stretching factor discontinuities at the boundaries due to the
common assumption about ghost cell sizes may results in large local errors. Usually, this is not a problem
for physical flows where large flow variations at the boundaries are very uncommon.
4.4. 3D steady-state, two-phase flows
Fewer cases with analytical solutions are available for multiphase flows. One such case is the steady fullydeveloped two-phase flow consisting of solid dispersed phase in a fluid carrier phase between two stationary
parallel walls (Drew and Passman, 1999; Kleinstreuer, 2003). An exact solution is available when constant
volume fraction and a favorable constant pressure gradient are assumed. However, the governing equations
for this problem are difficult to replicate using MFIX governing equations (i.e., Eqs. 1-9) without making
significant changes to the code which is counterproductive in a code verification study. Instead, the 3D
two-phase flow is directly verified using general manufactured solutions.
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Figure 6: Stretched grid created using smooth transformations: (a) mesh, and (b) errors in pressure. Stretched grid with
discontinuous stretching factors: (a) mesh, and (b) errors in pressure. (Note: Grids contain 64 × 64 interior cells)

Extension of the 3D, single-phase, steady-state relations from the previous section to two-phase flows is
relatively straightforward; however, there is more work involved due to the presence of many more variables
T

for a constant volume fraction, incompressible flow case (i.e., φ = [Pg , ug , vg , wg , us , vs , ws , Tg , Ts , Θs ] . The
source terms are generated using the Mathematica symbolic manipulation software (Wolfram Research Inc.,
2013) but can contain hundreds of terms. This does not result in a significant computational overhead since
the manufactured solutions and the source terms are evaluated only once during each time-step (or only
once during the simulation for steady-state flows).
The manufactured solution for both fluid and solid velocity fields are required to be divergence-free and
can be defined using either the curl-based approach mentioned in Eq. 16 or a simple solenoidal velocity field
similar to that in Eq. 20 with a constant value for wg in the third direction. Here, we use the curl-based
approach for the fluid velocity functions and the simple solenoidal field for the solid velocity functions.
The simple solenoidal field was helpful in performing a separate set of inexpensive tests to detect any bias
in the code towards a specific coordinate direction. No such coordinate bias was found in the code since
when the x-, y-, and z-velocity functions were interchanged, the solution error changed accordingly. The
manufactured solution for pressure, fluid temperature, solid temperature, and granular temperature are
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Figure 7: For 3D, steady-state, two-phase flows manufactured solution: (a) gas temperature, (b) solid temperature, (c) solid
granular energy.

selected using the general form described in Eq. 12. In addition to the manufactured functions shown in
Figs. 5(a)-(d), the temperature related manufactured functions are shown in Figs. 7(a)(b)(c). All governing
equations described using Eqs. 1-9 are used during the numerical calculations in this problem with the caveat
that constant volume fraction is assumed for this problem (i.e., constant εg , and therefore, constant εs since
εg + εs = 1). The inflow and outflow boundaries are set using the appropriate manufactured solution as
in previous MMS problems and translational scaling for pressure solution is performed before order testing.
The order of accuracy is confirmed to be second order for this case using both L2 and L∞ norms as seen
from Figs. 8(a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 8: For 3D steady-state two-phase flows, observed order of accuracy using (a) L2 norms, and (b) L∞ norms of the
discretization error.

For verifying the two-fluid governing equations described in Eqs. 1-9 using variable volume fraction, the
general form described in Eq. 12 is used for the solid volume fraction, εs , where the sinusoidal functions,
frequency constants, and amplitude constants are given in Tables A.2 and A.1. The gas volume fraction
is simply specified as εg = 1 − εs . The constants in the solid volume fraction manufactured function are
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selected with sufficient variation in all directions as shown in Fig. 9(a). It is ensured that the gas volume
fraction is well above its packed bed (i.e., a state of maximum solids packing) value which is typically set
in the current code as ε∗g = 0.4. Approaching this limit introduces a plastic stress model for solid viscosity
which changes the solid momentum equation, Eq. 4, and is not the subject of current investigation. The
velocity manufactured solution is then selected to satisfy the divergence free constraint for the volume
fraction weighted velocity field as described in Eq. 17.

Figure 9: 3D steady-state two-phase flow verification with variable volume fraction. (a) Manufactured solution for solid volume
fraction, and (b) Observed order of accuracy for momentum and energy variables using L2 norms of the discretization error.

For the set of amplitude constants shown in Table A.1 for the solid volume fraction (εs ) manufactured
solution, large oscillations in solution appeared during numerical iterations leading to non-convergence. In
the current work, the linear solver selected from the available options in MFIX uses the Biconjugate Gradient
Stabilized (BiCGSTAB) method and even sufficient under-relaxation of the linear solver did not aid in
convergence. It was our experience during this study that stability in iterative convergence is highly sensitive
to large variations (which are of a very non-physical nature) in volume fraction. One of the drawbacks of
MMS is that it does not test for robustness in the numerical solution algorithm (Roy et al., 2004) and thus
a conclusion about stability of the linear solver cannot be made here. When the amplitude constants in
volume fraction manufactured solution are selected to result in very small variation, the numerical solution
converges iteratively with second order accuracy but it defeats the purpose of this verification test. For the
current test, the continuity variables (εs and Pg ) are kept fixed at their respective manufactured solution
values (and not solved) to obtain iterative convergence. Since MMS allows for non-physical simulations,
such a simulation is entirely possible. Thus, the continuity and pressure equations are not solved in this case
which restricts us from making any observations about the accuracy of these equations during two-phase
flow simulations with variable volume fraction. However, the observed order of accuracy matches the formal
order for the momentum and energy equations as shown in Fig. 9(b).
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4.5. Boundary condition verification
For verification of boundary conditions, the selected manufactured solutions should satisfy not only the
constraints of the boundary condition being verified but also the zero divergence constraint on the velocity
field for incompressible flows. During this verification, the condition on the verified boundary itself is
prescribed in a manner similar to that in a physically realistic (not MMS) simulation. The conditions on
the boundaries not being verified are set using the manufactured solution as done for problems presented
in Secs. 4.2-4.4. A detailed discussion of the methodology of verification of boundary conditions under
various constraints on stretched Cartesian grids, curved grids, and hybrid grids (i.e., grids with hexahedral,
tetrahedral and prismatic cells) using compressible and incompressible CFD codes is presented in Choudhary
et al. (in Review) and Choudhary (2015, Ch. 2).
Herein, the three commonly used boundary conditions are verified which have been implemented in the
current code with the following constraints:
• No-slip wall: The velocity at the (stationary) no-slip wall is zero. There is no constraint on pressure.
• Slip wall: The normal component of the velocity vector is zero at the (stationary) slip-wall. The
tangential component of the velocity vector is set equal to that in the ghost cell. This results in a
zero gradient condition normal to the slip-wall for the tangential velocity components. There is no
constraint on pressure.
• Pressure outflow: Pressure and all velocity components are set to have zero gradients normal to the
outflow at the pressure outflow boundary.
A summary of these mathematical constraints and the boundaries on which these boundary conditions are
verified is presented in Table 1. Note that, in the current section and in Sec. 4.6, variables u, v, w, and
P are used instead of ug , vg , wg , and Pg , respectively, to avoid unnecessary subscripts since the boundary
conditions and temporal schemes are assessed for only single-phase incompressible flows in the current work.
For verification of boundary conditions, a novel method is proposed to derive the manufactured solutions
using the divergence-free property of the curl of a vector field.
4.5.1. Wall boundary conditions (No-slip wall and Slip wall)
~ = V
~1 S, where V
~1 is a
For no-slip wall, we begin by assuming that the velocity field has the form, V
~
general 3D vector field to be determined and S ≡ S(x, y, z) = 0 is the verified boundary surface. Thus, V
~ =V
~1 S to be divergence-free by
satisfies the no-slip wall condition at the surface, S. Next, we require V
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Table 1: Mathematical constraints on the no-slip wall, slip-wall, and pressure outflow boundary conditions in the incompressible
solver

Tested boundary

Constraints

No-slip wall
Sx0 ≡ x = 0
~ =0
∇·V
~
V = 0, at Sx0

Slip wall
Sx0 ≡ x = 0
~ =0
∇·V
~
V · ∇Sx0 = 0, at Sx0
∇v · ∇Sx0 = 0, at Sx0
∇w · ∇Sx0 = 0, at Sx0

Pressure outflow
Sy1 ≡ y = 1
~ =0
∇·V
∇u · ∇Sy1 = 0, at Sy1
∇v · ∇Sy1 = 0, at Sy1
∇w · ∇Sy1 = 0, at Sy1
∇p · ∇Sy1 = 0, at Sy1

~ as shown in Eq. 21.
equating it to a curl of another general 3D vector field, G
~
~
~ =V
~1 S = ∇
~ ×G
~ ⇒V
~1 = ∇ × G
V
S

(21)

For a manufactured solution to be valid, it must be well-defined over the domain. Therefore, since S goes
~ × G.
~ Substituting G
~ = S2H
~
to zero at the corresponding boundary, S must be a multiplicative factor in ∇
~ is another general vector field, we get
in Eq. 21, where H
~ = S2∇
~ ×H
~ + 2S∇S × H.
~
V

(22)

~ is selected as the general sinusoidal vector field {u, v, w}T described using the functions of Eq. 12
Now, H
with the constants provided in Table A.2. The divergence-free velocity manufactured solution given by
Eq. 22 meets all the constraints for no-slip wall presented in Table 1.
Similarly, manufactured solution is derived for the slip wall boundary (detailed derivation is omitted here
for conciseness). From Table 1, note that the constraints on the tangential components of velocity at the
slip-wall require that the gradients of v and w (i.e., ∇v and ∇w) in the direction normal to the surface (i.e.,
~ , that has a
∇Sx0 in this case) are set as zero. Satisfying these constraints results in a velocity vector, V
2
factor of Sx0
in the variable part. Finally, a possible manufactured solutions for slip-wall is given by Eq. 23.

3 ~
2
~ =V
~0 + Sx0
~ + 3Sx0
~
V
∇×H
∇Sx0 × H

(23)

~0 = {0, v0 , w0 }T consists of non-zero scalar constants for v0 and w0 .
where, V
For wall boundary conditions, convergence issues were encountered for the selected manufactured solutions. This issue is likely due to the use of a source-term driven flow instead of a boundary condition driven
flow. Therefore, currently the no-slip wall and the slip wall boundary conditions have been verified for the
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most complex grid type (i.e., 3D stretched Cartesian mesh) for only the momentum equations by specifying the pressure over the domain directly using the manufactured solution (instead of iteratively solving for
pressure). The no-slip wall and slip wall boundary conditions are verified to be second order accurate for the
momentum equations as shown in Figs. 10(a)(b). Although a partial slip boundary condition is commonly
used in multiphase flows, the two-phase implementation of boundary conditions is not investigated here due
to the complexity of deriving a manufactured solution for such a boundary condition.

Figure 10: Observed order of accuracy using L2 and L∞ norms of discretization error for (a) no-slip wall, (b) slip-wall, and (c)
pressure outflow boundary conditions, for incompressible laminar Navier-Stokes equations on 3D stretched Cartesian grids.

4.5.2. Pressure outflow boundary condition
For pressure outflow, the constraints shown in Table 1 suggest that the velocity manufactured solution
in this case can be similar to that shown in Eq. 23 for the slip-wall. The pressure manufactured solution
follows the basic derivation for functions requiring zero gradient normal to the boundary using Eq. 14 with
m = 2 and Sy1 ≡ y = 1 as the tested boundary. Thus, a possible manufactured solution for verification of
the pressure outflow can be written as:

2
P = P0 + Sy1
P1 ,
3 ~
2
~ =V
~0 + Sy1
~ + 3Sy1
~
V
∇×H
∇Sy1 × H

(24)

~0 = {u0 , v0 , w0 }T consists of non-zero scalar constants. The pressure outflow is verified to be second
where, V
order accurate for momentum and pressure equations as shown in Fig. 10(c). Here, no convergence issues
were encountered since the problem has a physically-realistic outflow boundary.
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4.6. Temporal order verification
Code verification for unsteady flows requires a combined order of accuracy test for both spatial and
temporal terms as both the grid and the time-step are refined simultaneously. There are different methods
in literature to perform temporal order verification (see Kamm et al. (2003)). The method used in the
current discussion follows the description in Oberkampf and Roy (2010); Veluri et al. (2012).
Neglecting the higher order terms, the discretization error for a scheme with spatial and temporal terms,
can be written as
εhhtx = gx hp̂x + gt hq̂t

(25)

where p̂ and q̂ are the observed orders of accuracy in space and time, respectively, gx and gt are the
coefficients of spatial and temporal terms, respectively, and hx and ht are normalized spatial and temporal
discretizations, respectively. The following steps are employed to determine the temporal order of accuracy
of the code.
1. A constant time-step is selected making the temporal discretization error term in Eq. 25 (i.e., gt hq̂t ) a
constant with respect to grid refinement. Discretization error is found on three systematically refined
mesh levels to determine gx and p̂ using Eq. 26 and Eq. 27 (Oberkampf and Roy, 2010).


p̂ =

ln 

ht
2h
rx
x
h
εrxt h
x

ε

h

− εrxt h

x

h

−kεhtx k

ln (rx )

εhrxt hx − εhhtx


gx =
hp̂x rxp̂ − 1




(26)

(27)

where, rx is the refinement factor for spatial refinement.
2. Similarly, a constant grid-size is selected and discretization error is found for three different time-step
values to determine gt and q̂ in the temporal part of the discretization error expression with a temporal
refinement factor of rt .
3. To ensure that the temporal and spatial errors are of similar orders, hx and ht are selected such that
gx hp̂x ≈ gt hq̂t . This selection requires trial and error, taking cost of computation and numerical stability
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into consideration.
4. For the selection of spatial and temporal discretization sizes and known formal orders, multiple cases
are run to determine the temporal observed order of accuracy for the combined spatial-temporal
refinements.
Unsteady equations are solved for multiple grid-levels and time steps using time dependent manufactured
solutions as given in Eq. 28 for 3D, single-phase flows to obtain observed spatial and temporal accuracy
orders.

u = u0 sin (2π (x + y + z + t))

2

v = u0 cos (2π (x + y + z + t))

2

w = w0
P = P0 cos (2π (x + y + z + t))

(28)

These relatively simple unsteady manufactured solutions are used instead of curl-based functions since
unsteady calculations can be very expensive, especially for levels with small cell sizes and small time-steps.
The variable time-stepping algorithm available in MFIX is turned off to ensure that the selected time
step is being used for these calculations. All boundaries are prescribed using the manufactured solutions
appropriately.

Figure 11: (a) Spatial scheme, and (b) temporal scheme observed orders of accuracy using L2 norms of discretization error
when Euler implicit (formally first order) time-stepping and central (formally second order) discretization of spatial terms are
employed in a combined mesh and time-step refinement study.

The first order (implicit Euler) time-stepping method in MFIX is verified to be first order accurate in
time and second order accurate in space as shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b), respectively. However, the
formally second order time-stepping method (i.e., implicit 2-step Runge-Kutta method or TSRK) failed the
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order of accuracy test. The error was traced to a simplification made in the code for iterative robustness.
In theory, the scheme can be described as follows:
Step-1 (implicit Euler): φn+1/2 = φn + (∆t/2)φn+1/2
Step-2 (explicit extrapolation): φn+1 = 2φn+1/2 − φn

(29)

where, φn+1/2 is the solution at the intermediate time step between n and n + 1. The simplification in
the code did not perform Step-2 from Eq. 29 for the pressure (Pg ) variable leading to an inconsistent
time-stepping scheme.

5. Conclusions
A code verification study employing the method of manufactured solutions was presented for the governing equations of the two-fluid model used in multiphase flows. Different features of the code were verified
such as the discretized terms of momentum, pressure-correction, and energy equations, for 2D and 3D,
steady/unsteady, single-phase and two-phase incompressible flows. A newly-developed curl-based method
to derive manufactured solutions was introduced for divergence free flows during the verification of baseline
governing equations as well as during boundary condition verification. No-slip and free-slip wall boundary
conditions were verified to be second order accurate for momentum equations while the pressure outflow
boundary condition was found to be second order accurate for momentum as well as pressure-correction
equations on 3D grids using single-phase flow equations.
Simplifications were made by assuming incompressible flow, constant viscosity, and by neglecting the
algebraic constitutive relations that describe the essential interactions between phases in a multiphase flow
simulation. Even with these simplifications, many useful lessons were learned from this code verification
study about the implementation of discrete governing equations in this code. The multiphase code, MFIX,
was found to be second order accurate for the core part of the algorithm (i.e., the two-fluid model governing
equations). Some issues were uncovered in the implementation of Superbee scheme at the boundaries, in
the evaluation of cross-terms of the strain-tensor during steady-state simulations, and in the second order
time-stepping method. It was observed that the common practice of setting the ghost cell size equal to the
first interior cell size leads to some reduction in solution accuracy without completely failing the order test.
Code verification of multiphase flows is challenging, especially in cases where the interface between
the phases is resolved using discrete elements (such as in Lagrangian-Eulerian methods). Though current
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study addresses only continuum governing equations for code verification and is similar to single-phase
flow code verification in many ways, the emphasis is put upon using rigorous, mathematical methods such
as order of accuracy testing for code verification. The verification of algebraic constitutive models based
upon unit-testing in conjunction with the MMS-based verification of discretized terms of the governing
equation presented here, along with other practices such as solution error estimation and model validation
are ultimately necessary to build greater confidence in multiphase flow simulations.
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Nomenclature

Roman symbols
Cpg

Specific heat of the fluid phase

Cpm

Specific heat of the mth solids phase

fgi

Fluid flow resistance due to porous media

fφx , fφy . . .

Sinusoidal functions in the manufactured solutions

~ H
~
G,

General 3D vector fields

gi

Acceleration due to gravity

gt

Coefficient of temporal terms in the spatial-temporal discretization error expression

gx

Coefficient of spatial terms in the spatial-temporal discretization error expression

∆Hg

Heat of reaction in the fluid phase

∆Hm

Heat of reaction in the mth solids phase

ht

Normalized temporal discretization

hx or h

Normalized spatial discretization (measure of grid size)

Igmi

Gas-solid interaction force

Ikmi

Solid-solid interaction force

Jm

Collisional dissipation term for solid phase m

L

Characteristic length in manufactured solutions

M

Total number of solids phases

Ng

Total number of chemical species for gas phase

Nm

Total number of chemical species for solid phase m

Pg

Pressure in the fluid phase

p̂

Spatial observed order of accuracy

q̂

Temporal observed order of accuracy

qgi

Fluid-phase conductive heat flux

qmi

Solids-phase m conductive heat flux

Rgn

Rate of production of the nth chemical species in the fluid phase

Rmn

Rate of production of the nth chemical species in the mth solids phase

Tg

Thermodynamic temperature of the fluid phase

Tm

Thermodynamic temperature of the solids phase m

TRg

Fluid phase radiation temperature
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TRm

Solids phase m radiation temperature

Ug

Fluid phase velocity

Um

Solids phase m velocity

Greek symbols
δij

Kronecker delta function

εg

Volume fraction of the fluid phase (void fraction)

ε∗g

Void fraction at maximum packing of solids

εm

Volume fraction of the mth solids phase

γgm

Fluid-solids heat transfer coefficient corrected for interphase mass transfer

γRg

Fluid-phase radiative heat transfer coefficient

Θm

Granular temperature of phase m

Θs

Solid phase granular temperature

κg

Fluid phase conductivity

κm

Solids phase m conductivity

µg

Molecular viscosity of the fluid phase

µm

Molecular viscosity of the solid phase m

Πm

Energy exchange term for the solid phase m

ρg

Microscopic (material) density of the fluid phase

ρm

Microscopic (material) density of the mth solids phase

τgij

Fluid-phase stress tensor

τmij

Solids phase m stress tensor

φ 0 , φx . . .

Amplitude constants in the manufactured solutions

aφx , aφy . . .

Frequency constants in the manufactured solutions

Subscripts
g

Subscript indicating gas (fluid) phase

m

Index of the mth solids phase

n

Index of the nth chemical species

s

Subscript indicating solid phase
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Appendix A. Functions and constants in manufactured solutions
Note: The amplitude constants employ SI units while the frequency constants are dimensionless. Pressure
(Pg ) is the gauge pressure.
Table A.1: Sinusoidal functions and frequency constants used in the compressible and incompressible manufactured solutions

Variable, φ
ug
vg
wg
Pg
Tg
Ts
Θs
εs
Variable, φ
ug
vg
wg
Pg
Tg
Ts
Θs
εs

fφx
sin
sin
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
aφx
0.5
0.8
0.85
0.4
0.75
0.5
0.8
0.4

fφy
cos
cos
sin
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
aφy
0.85
0.8
0.9
0.45
1.25
0.9
1.25
0.5

fφz
cos
cos
cos
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
aφz
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.85
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.5

fφxy
cos
cos
sin
cos
cos
cos
cos
aφxy
0.6
0.9
0.4
0.75
0.65
0.5
0.5
-

fφyz
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
aφyz
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.65
0.6
-

fφzx
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
cos
aφzx
0.9
0.6
0.75
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.7
-

Table A.2: Amplitude constants used in the subsonic, incompressible manufactured solutions

Variable, φ
ug
vg
wg
Pg
Tg
Ts
Θs
εs

φ0
7
9
8
100
350
300
100
0.3

φx
3
-5
-4
20
10
15
5
0.06

φy
-4
4
3.5
-50
-30
-20
-10
0.1
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φz
-3
5
4.2
20
20
15
12
0.06

φxy
2
-3
-2.2
-25
-12
-10
-8
-

φyz
1.5
2.5
2.1
-10
10
12
10
-

φzx
2
3.5
2.5
10
8
10
7
-

